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Quality for our customers and the environment

Future-oriented action 
is part of our company philosophy. 
That is why we invest locally in 
environmentally friendly solutions.

We strive to ensure our standard of 
quality. Therefore our highly qualifi ed 
employees are involved in the fabrication 
of many internally developed components 
within the superstructure, which are of the 
same high quality as well as being precisely 
coordinated with one another. 
This also guarantees a long term availa-
bility of spare parts. Our tanks, whether 
cylindrical, oval or square, we manufacture 
ourselves and are made of corrosion resi-
stant S235JRG2 stainless steel and alu-
minium. In our tank fabrication department 

we have made over 3500 tanks. As German 
TÜV registered pressurised tank welding 
workshop, under our own management, 
we fabricate tanks of varying designs to 
GGVS/ADR standards (Transport of ha-
zardous goods). 

„Quality begins by placing 
customer satisfaction 
at the centre of our thinking.“
(John. F. Akers)

ecological balance  & sustainability

TECHNOLOGY 
YOU CAN TRUST!
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TECHNOLOGY
YOU CAN TRUST!

Welcome to MÜLLER

Behälterbau

Acquisition and production preparation
After compilation of a parts list, our continuous 
acquisition process begins, whereby many const-
ruction specifi c components are obtained from long 
term suppliers and to some extent, from our exten-
sive parts store containing close on 1500 articles 
and fabrication parts. Within a subsequent quality 
check, it is determined as to whether the products 
and purchased parts fulfi l any set quality standards 
and requirements.
After the delivery of your chassis, it is submit-
ted to an extensive screening by our engineers, 
whereby all constructional fi tting points are checked 
and documented. Some of the components to be

checked include, the type of auxiliary drive, electric 
and electronic connections, axle variations, choice of 
tyres, wheelbase, axle constellation, driver cab and 
engine performance. Should any corrections be ne-
cessary, we will contact you immediately.

A subsequent glance in our production process 
will reveal how many fabrication processes are 
involved in the manufacture of a working machi-
ne to suit your individual wishes.

A strong partner
at your side.

In order that your demanding 
waste disposal responsibilities 
are entrusted to proven 
and specifi c waste disposal vehicles, 
capable of detailed solutions.
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Expert training course in seal testing
At regular intervals, MÜLLER arranges the 
expert training course “Seal testing of drai-
nage channels and pipelines”. During the 
course, the participants are given the 

Opportunity, to enjoy comparably intere-
sting and lively lectures from expert con-
sultants. In the two day course, with the 
usual practice orientation, the participants 

are critically attuned to existing DIN and 
EN-DIN standards, basic rules, work sheets 
and legislation. The practical briefi ng is 
undertaken, using only seal testing equip-
ment from MÜLLER.

MÜLLER roadshow
At regular intervals, mainly throughout 
Europe, MÜLLER goes mobile with it`s 
own roadshow. 

The main idea being, our own vehicle 
technology including accessories, de-
velopments within seal testing and stop-
ping technology, our own consultancy 
team, as well as the company MÜLLER 
itself, from village to village, town to town 

and even country to country, in order to 
demonstrate to private and council run 
disposal operations the existing range of 
equipment, in whatever style is suitable. 

An exclusive new demonstration vehicle 
is built for every roadshow. If you as cu-
stomer are not able to come to us, then 
we will come to you. Our motto for this 
being, “go out and make friends”.

MÜLLER liquid waste forum
From time to time, the company 
MÜLLER hosts the MÜLLER liquid wa-
ste forum, a specifi c branch meeting, 
which is a discussion forum for council 
run and private waste disposal service 
providers. Focusing on the disposal of 
liquid waste, it provides the opportunity 
of a practice orientated exchange of 

knowledge amongst experts in a ple-
asant atmosphere. The contents of the 
seminars are concentrated on actual and 
relevant disposal topics. This knowledge 
update is complemented with a cultural 
evening presentation, as well as a trade 
exhibition.

ping technology, our own consultancy 
team, as well as the company MÜLLER 
itself, from village to village, town to town 
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It all adds up to individual solutions

Under this name, you can expect excellent 
service. With competent and personal 
advice, our sales team ensure that 
your specifi c requirements 
remain the centre of attention. 

Our decades of experience 
in liquid waste disposal are at your service. 

We analyse your commitments down 
to the last economic and technical details. 

Together with you, we will determine 
the individual type, size, power, 
accessories and attachments required, 
all optimally suited to your operational 
conditions.

Who we are
In the world of liquid waste disposal, we are 
the leading company in the fi eld of develop-
ment and manufacture of liquid waste dispo-
sal vehicles and can be considered drivers 
of innovation in this branch of expertise. 

We are a family business, founded in 1951, 
with a responsibility towards building for the 
future. Since the start of production, we have 
developed, manufactured and delivered ap-
proximately 5000 vehicles.

In order to ensure a secure and speedy reaction to the breakdown of main components, such 
as high pressure or vacuum pumps, we constantly maintain a large service store. Nearly all 
the parts required in our modular construction system are ready and available for dispatch 
within a few hours.
Due to our internal training measures, all our service department workforce are prepared for 
the most wide ranging technical challenges regarding process technology. The reality that an 
ever increasing number of vehicles, from other manufacturers, are sent for repair in our service 
department, is evidence of the acknowledgment of our trade competence within the branch.
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In addition to daily service business, we offer you the possibility to undertake complicated 
technical modifi cations, hand in hand alongside competent teams of construction fi tters and 
service employees. 
This development, for insurance technical reasons, needed to be undertaken 
together with authorised technical experts. Methods have been installed, where alongside com-
prehensive documentation and precise order management as to the construction components, 
that nevertheless a speedy repair remains the top priority. 
Any subsequent testing and approvals required before a return to service, will be integrated 
without delay into our normal new vehicle process. 

4
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MÜLLER: Open to it´s customers

We are your partner for disposal vehicles
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Not in the least, the quality ensured 
through regular routine maintenance, will 
also increase the resale value of the 
vehicle. 

This is a further benefi t to the purchaser 
of MÜLLER vehicles, one you should 
use to your advantage with the later re-
placement of the vehicle.
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Another important aspect of our service 
department, is the continual inclusion 
of employees in research and develop-
ment. 

At MÜLLER, the internal fi ndings from 
damaged drain clearance vehicles is 
used to improve parts and components 
for use in the future generation of ve-
hicles. 

This ensures enhanced ope-
rational durability which in turn 
will mean that there is money 
to earned with these vehicles, 
even in times of intense com-
petition.

5
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QS & Service

Müller sees itself here as a partner to 
the customer and offers support, in this 
diffi cult technical undertaking, with it`s 
professional service department and 
a dense net of service workshops.
As a result of decades of experience, 
alongside a consequent fault analysis 
of the damaged parts, MÜLLER knows 
when the normal life expectancy is ex-
hausted and when the part needs to be 
replaced, before an unexpected on site 
breakdown completely throws the sche-
dule into confusion.

2

Service
Getting to grips, when it depends on it.

Our service department offers you all the advantages of 
working together with the leading manufacturer of liquid 
waste disposal vehicles in Germany.

• Advice and speedy assistance, per telephone, 
  in the evening, after work and at weekends
• Speedy and reliable spare parts delivery from 
  our fully stocked storerooms
• Qualifi ed repair and maintenance service, at your 
  depot, by us or in one of our service workshops 
• Complex modifi cations
• Service on vehicles from other manufacturers

44
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QS & Service

Technical advice at the proposal stage

Technical concept and construction

Our locations
The main works and headquarters of MÜLLER, with 
its approximate 200 workforce, is to be found in 
Schwalenberg, Westfalen Germany. This small town 
with it`s convenient transport links, is situated not far 
from Detmold, Paderborn and Bielefeld. From here, 
we administer our contacts throughout the world. 
We also have further production works in Steinheim 
and Munsterbrock/Höxter, both in Westfalen. 

These three works from MÜLLER produce between 150 
and 200 chassis superstructures per year.

A subsidiary company is situated in Piekary Slaskie, near 
to Kattowitz, Poland. Further sales partners are to be 
found in Norway, Danmark,Netherlands,Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, Austria, Hungary,Spain, Portugal, Italy, 
Coratia, Motenegro, Serbia, Nigeria, Thailand, Mexico, 
Chile, Brasilia, Russia.

Made by MÜLLER
From sales discussions to vehicle delivery. 
In the following, we invite you to a personal view of 
the standard of quality: prefabrication of compon-
ents, tank construction and welding work, preliminary 
construction, surface preparation and paintwork, fi nal
 

fi tting, electric fi tting, as well as fi nal inspection and trial 
running.  Our production concept is modern and 
fl exible. For this reason we are able to manufacture 
specialist vehicles for the most diverse of applications.

You describe your requirements and together we will advise you as to which technical 
solution best suits your needs. The analysis of your operational criteria and 
requirements determine the size, power and accessories of the superstructure and 
chassis. We will determine the chassis dependent fi tting positions.

After the clarifi cation of your technical 
requirements and the resulting choice 
of appropriate components of the su-
perstructure, as well as the specifi cati-
on of a suitable choice of chassis, after 
placement of order, our design deve-
lopment department will once again 
fundamentally check all the technical 

data, in order to produce a technically 
detailed solution which corresponds to 
your requirements. After the order has 
been cleared through our technical de-
partment, you will receive conformation 
of the order, along with a construction 
diagram and weight distribution assess-
ment.

Due to ever increasing cost 
factors for waste disposal 
companies, the availability 
of a modern fl eet of ve-
hicles must be ensured at 
all times.

1
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Welcome to MÜLLER

Behälterbau

Acquisition and production preparation
After compilation of a parts list, our continuous 
acquisition process begins, whereby many const-
ruction specifi c components are obtained from long 
term suppliers and to some extent, from our exten-
sive parts store containing close on 1500 articles 
and fabrication parts. Within a subsequent quality 
check, it is determined as to whether the products 
and purchased parts fulfi l any set quality standards 
and requirements.
After the delivery of your chassis, it is submit-
ted to an extensive screening by our engineers, 
whereby all constructional fi tting points are checked 
and documented. Some of the components to be

checked include, the type of auxiliary drive, electric 
and electronic connections, axle variations, choice of 
tyres, wheelbase, axle constellation, driver cab and 
engine performance. Should any corrections be ne-
cessary, we will contact you immediately.

A subsequent glance in our production process 
will reveal how many fabrication processes are 
involved in the manufacture of a working machi-
ne to suit your individual wishes.

A strong partner
at your side.

In order that your demanding 
waste disposal responsibilities 
are entrusted to proven 
and specifi c waste disposal vehicles, 
capable of detailed solutions.
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Expert training course in seal testing
At regular intervals, MÜLLER arranges the 
expert training course “Seal testing of drai-
nage channels and pipelines”. During the 
course, the participants are given the 

Opportunity, to enjoy comparably intere-
sting and lively lectures from expert con-
sultants. In the two day course, with the 
usual practice orientation, the participants 

are critically attuned to existing DIN and 
EN-DIN standards, basic rules, work sheets 
and legislation. The practical briefi ng is 
undertaken, using only seal testing equip-
ment from MÜLLER.

MÜLLER roadshow
At regular intervals, mainly throughout 
Europe, MÜLLER goes mobile with it`s 
own roadshow. 

The main idea being, our own vehicle 
technology including accessories, de-
velopments within seal testing and stop-
ping technology, our own consultancy 
team, as well as the company MÜLLER 
itself, from village to village, town to town 

and even country to country, in order to 
demonstrate to private and council run 
disposal operations the existing range of 
equipment, in whatever style is suitable. 

An exclusive new demonstration vehicle 
is built for every roadshow. If you as cu-
stomer are not able to come to us, then 
we will come to you. Our motto for this 
being, “go out and make friends”.

MÜLLER liquid waste forum
From time to time, the company 
MÜLLER hosts the MÜLLER liquid wa-
ste forum, a specifi c branch meeting, 
which is a discussion forum for council 
run and private waste disposal service 
providers. Focusing on the disposal of 
liquid waste, it provides the opportunity 
of a practice orientated exchange of 

knowledge amongst experts in a ple-
asant atmosphere. The contents of the 
seminars are concentrated on actual and 
relevant disposal topics. This knowledge 
update is complemented with a cultural 
evening presentation, as well as a trade 
exhibition.

ping technology, our own consultancy 
team, as well as the company MÜLLER 
itself, from village to village, town to town 
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Tank construction
In our tank construction department, any number of different kinds of sheet metal are 
correctly formed to produce any number of varying types of tanks. Sheet metal from 
steel or corrosion resistant stainless steel can be combined to become one unit.

The welding is undertaken using machines. A job for the welding robot. Controlled by a 
welding engineer, an electronic welding device ensures that all components are clean-
ly and precisely welded together. X-ray inspection guarantees the fl awless quality of 
the welding.     

Preliminary construction
In the manufacture of individual was-
te disposal vehicles, man cannot be 
replaced by robots and machines. As-
sembly of vehicle superstructures invol-
ves a number of jobs which require a 
great deal of manual skills, as well as 
relevant professional experience. We 
overcome this challenge in our manu-
facturing process with the formation of 
autonomous assembly groups, each 
manned with highly qualifi ed emplo-

yees, who in mechanics, welding, pneu-
matics, hydraulics, drive components 
and electric/electronics, have developed 
the specialist skills required. 

Our assembly groups fabricate the 
vehicle superstructures from start to 
fi nish and feel themselves highly res-
ponsible for the end result. 

Approval of preliminary construction
After completion of preliminary con-
struction, all components having been 
purchased, pre-fabricated and fi tted to the 
chassis, you will be given the opportunity 
to examine your vehicle before the fi nal 
construction. Hereby, you will be able 
to check the preliminary construction for 
contract conformity, suggest any minor 
alterations or amendments and specify 
any accessories you may require. 

A protocol will be produced by us from 

the preliminary construction 
approval process.
Only if you are satisfi ed after 
preliminary construction approval, 
the complete 
structure will then 
be completely 
dismantled.

the complete 
structure will then 
be completely 
dismantled.

MÜLLER academy
A lifetime of learning for a secure future

“Anyone who stops learning is old, 
whether at twenty or eighty” 
(Henry Ford)

Driver and operator instruction



Spray painting of all steel components
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Widely acknowledged high quality paintwork

After preparation of all structural com-
ponents in further departments, as well 
as the pressure testing of the tank in our 
tank construction department and before 
the fi nal assembly, all surface areas and 
components of the construction are sub-
jected to a shot blasting process. Sub-
sequently, all the single components are 
spray painted, with at least 3 layers of 
paint in our highly modern paint-shop. 

Only in this way is it possible to ensure 
a stability in value, even under extreme 
working conditions.  

Our widely acknowledged high quality 
paintwork and likewise noble practice ca-
pable completion of our superstructures, 
will ensure you stable and high resale 
values.

Paintwork



Used Vehicles – Fit for a second life
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Final assembly
In the fi nal assembly, all the painted main 
components and parts are re-assembled. 
Furthermore, the electric and electronic 
parts are completed and the software is 
read into the control system.

The painted and assembled structure, 
a piece of precision work, adapted to 
your requirements, is distinguishable 
by it`s clearly arranged design and care 
to detail. 
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TestLab
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TestLab
Before the vehicle is delivered it under-
goes a fi nal inspection, in which inten-
sive tests and protocolled measure-
ments are very precisely undertaken 
in accordance to pre-defi ned test cri-
teria. All functions of the vehicle are tho-
roughly tested.

At this stage, various adjustments are 
made to the vehicle including paramete-
risation of the chassis engine, calibration 
of the tachograph, TÜV certifi cation to 

German regulations and all the neces-
sary entries into the logbook, an inten-
sive test running of the vehicle, various 
aspects of fi ne tuning as well as double 
checking supply details. Furthermore, the 
noise levels are measured and the vehic-
le is marked as to regulation levels.

Vehicle handover and training
After the intensive vehicle testing, we 
will give you theoretical and practical trai-
ning as to the correct operation of the ve-
hicle. Together with you, our skilled trai-
ning staff will simulate a typical working 
operation. During the vehicle training, 
the operation and service instruction ma-
nuals, a spare parts list as well as a large

photograph of your new vehicle will be 
handed over. Your detailed instruction 
to your new vehicle is of particular im-
portance to us, as we would like to de-
monstrate the true performance of your 
new working machine. 

Your satisfaction is our main aim.

Sewer Technology – Where it´s essential, we keep it sealed
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Waste disposal technology
Whether the drainage network must be 
cleaned, sedimentation disposed of or 
hazardous goods need to be transpor-
ted, responsible and reliable disposal 
is not possible without highly developed 
specialist vehicles.The more diverse the 
disposal tasks become in practice, the 
more individual the optimal solutions 
must be.

No “off the shelf equipment”, but measu-
red customisation. Disposal vehicles which 
have been developed as a result of inten-
sive dialogue with you, the experienced 

professional. You can count on us and 
have trust in what we promise.

Whether in Krakow or Hamburg, in Oslo 
or Bangkok, on the Persian Gulf or in Tas-
mania, in Amsterdam or with the German 
Army, MÜLLER is always there when 
the demand for practice friendly, eco-
nomy and uncompromising reliability 
is paramount.

Up to the present day, 5000 vehicles have been 
manufactured in Schwalenberg and delivered 
worldwide. We produce yearly between 100 and 
150 vehicles such as:

• Suction-Pressure vehicles
• Suction-Pressure tank vehicles
• High pressure fl ushing vehicles
• Combination suction fl ushing vehicles,        
  with or without water recycling
• Many specialist vehicles

Waste disposal

Put your trust in our
progress and competence 
in liquid waste disposal
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Waste disposal technology Honest technology for honest work
The exceptionally extensive fi eld of application and performance 
requirements in liquid waste disposal, creates a demand for a 
corresponding versatile range of accessories. To achieve 
a best possible degree of effi ciency, construction and perfor-
mance of tools as accessories, are essential to meet the high 
demands in pressure, high pressure, and combination suction 
fl ushing vehicles. 

The performance of waste disposal vehicles depend signifi cantly 
on the accessories available, making the correct choice is very 
important. Choice of drain cleaning nozzles for the respective 
operation, with jets coordinated to the high pressure pump, 
should be given particular care and attention.                                                                            

We also produce specifi c accessories for specifi c, pro-
blematic applications, which if necessary, we would be 
prepared to develop together with you. 

With honest technology, MÜLLER sets worldwide 
standards and is the star in liquid waste disposal 
technology.
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Kanal

Sewer Technology – Where it´s essential, we keep it sealed
Leaking drainage pipelines contaminate
the ground water.

The results: Danger to drinking water and 
environmental damage.

Today´s leaking drainage pipelines can 
quickly become the polluted areas of to-
morrow. Therefore the motto of the drai-
nage professional is:

No compromise, in drainage pipeline 
maintenance.

Our solutions to the problems is a contri-
bution to environmental protection.
 

The specialist technological solutions are 
economical and in-step with practice. Seal 
testing from house connections up to large 
drainage pipelines in addition to optical 
inspection, is essential in modern times. 

The development of such equipment and 
systems is an ongoing project, one that 
we innovatively and intensively promote. 

Therefore, we are always one step 
ahead.

Seal testing of
drainage sewers

requires particular
inspection outlay
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Our specialist sewer technology program:
• Stopping and stopping test Bladders
• Mechanical and pneumatic pipe stoppers
• Pneumatic joint seal testing equipment
• Repair packer for joint seal injection
• Computer controlled seal testing systems with air or 
  water as testing medium, in accordance with all valid 
  testing standards
• Safety equipment and shaft apparatus
• Comprehensive specialist accessories



Used Vehicles – Fit for a second life
MÜLLER`s knowledge of the market for 
second hand vehicles is second to none 
and can be seen to be a fair and fl exible 
negotiator. It makes no difference whether 
you are buying, selling, or would like to 
rent a vehicle. 
A large selection of high quality, ready 
to use vehicles are at your disposal. 
What we don`t have, we will fi nd. 

For private disposal contractors, growth and 
expansion of your fl eet can be a question 
of existence. 

This means that a decision for a condi-
tioned and tested disposal vehicle from 
MÜLLER, could give you the necessary 
leeway without risking reliability.

MÜLLER has acquired decades of ma-
nufacturing “know how”, all of which is 
utilised in the reconditioning of used waste 
disposal vehicles. Before sale or rent, all 
vehicles from MÜLLER receive a complete 
overhaul and are subsequently thorough-

ly checked and tested. This means the 
vehicle is optically and technically, im-
maculately prepared and therefore, fi t for 
a second lease of life.

afterafter

used Vehicles
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Spray painting of all steel components
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Summary of used vehicle package:
• Large selection of readily available used liquid waste disposal vehicles
• Specialist market knowledge as to where, when and what is available
• Professional advice from disposal technology experts
• Buying and selling of used liquid waste disposal vehicles
• Vehicle renting
• Skilled repair and maintenance work
• Data assisted estimation, of the market value of used vehicles

Summary of used vehicle package:
• Large selection of readily available used liquid waste disposal vehicles
• Specialist market knowledge as to where, when and what is available
• Professional advice from disposal technology experts
• Buying and selling of used liquid waste disposal vehicles
• Vehicle renting Vehicle renting Vehicle renting
• Skilled repair and maintenance work Skilled repair and maintenance work Skilled repair and maintenance work
• Data assisted estimation, of the market value of used vehicles Data assisted estimation, of the market value of used vehicles Data assisted estimation, of the market value of used vehicles

certifi cated quality

Signed
        and sealed...

Widely acknowledged high quality paintwork

after

before

before after
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MÜLLER academy
A lifetime of learning for a secure future

“Anyone who stops learning is old, 
whether at twenty or eighty” 
(Henry Ford)

MÜLLER stands for practice orientation 
and the associated knowledge as to the 
utilisation of the products. 

The levels of skill required is ever incre-
asing, due to the complexity of the pro-
ducts as well as the process needs of the 
customer. As a result of the rising de-
mands of the customer and the market, 

we at MÜLLER are able to correspond 
to this with a mediation of knowledge, 
fi rmly anchored into company policy. We 
live in a world of diverse activities.

Qualifi cation of the workforce
Our company is committed to a qualifi ca-
tion of the workforce through permanent 
professional, internal and advanced trai-
ning. Specifi c employee workshops have 
been developed, with particular regard 
to future customer and market require-

ments. The internal training and advan-
ced training relates to long standing em-
ployees as well as and in particular, the 
inclusion of young, new employees.

Driver and operator instruction
Today`s drainage clearance with modern 
waste disposal vehicles, includes a great 
deal of high technology, which demands 
intensive training and even more expe-
rience. MÜLLER have been conducting 
driver and operator training for a few years 
at their main works, for customers from the 
whole of Germany and bordering European 
countries. 

The course instructors, despite the some-
times dry material, somehow manage to 
do their magic and produce a course full 
of passion and enthusiasm. Alongside 
a refreshment of basic drainage cleaning 

operations and methods for an effi cient 
drain clearance, the course participants 
most importantly receive instruction in care 
and maintenance aspects of the vehicle 
technology, safety regulations and drain 
cleaning experience, as well as offering 
practical exercises on the vehicles. 

In addition to a better understanding in the 
handling of drain cleaning vehicle techno-
logy, the participants also receive a course 
certifi cate, which can be included in any 
CV documents.

The internal workshops contain 
the following topics:

• Introduction into dealing with 
  drainage water
• Chassis
• Formation of a superstructure
• Mediation of specifi c structural 
  knowledge
• Dealing with customers
• Pump technology
• Hydraulic and pneumatic 
  product innovation

Academy
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TECHNOLOGY
YOU CAN TRUST!

Welcome to MÜLLER

Behälterbau

Acquisition and production preparation
After compilation of a parts list, our continuous 
acquisition process begins, whereby many const-
ruction specifi c components are obtained from long 
term suppliers and to some extent, from our exten-
sive parts store containing close on 1500 articles 
and fabrication parts. Within a subsequent quality 
check, it is determined as to whether the products 
and purchased parts fulfi l any set quality standards 
and requirements.
After the delivery of your chassis, it is submit-
ted to an extensive screening by our engineers, 
whereby all constructional fi tting points are checked 
and documented. Some of the components to be

checked include, the type of auxiliary drive, electric 
and electronic connections, axle variations, choice of 
tyres, wheelbase, axle constellation, driver cab and 
engine performance. Should any corrections be ne-
cessary, we will contact you immediately.

A subsequent glance in our production process 
will reveal how many fabrication processes are 
involved in the manufacture of a working machi-
ne to suit your individual wishes.

A strong partner
at your side.

In order that your demanding 
waste disposal responsibilities 
are entrusted to proven 
and specifi c waste disposal vehicles, 
capable of detailed solutions.

5

Expert training course in seal testing
At regular intervals, MÜLLER arranges the 
expert training course “Seal testing of drai-
nage channels and pipelines”. During the 
course, the participants are given the 

Opportunity, to enjoy comparably intere-
sting and lively lectures from expert con-
sultants. In the two day course, with the 
usual practice orientation, the participants 

are critically attuned to existing DIN and 
EN-DIN standards, basic rules, work sheets 
and legislation. The practical briefi ng is 
undertaken, using only seal testing equip-
ment from MÜLLER.

MÜLLER roadshow
At regular intervals, mainly throughout 
Europe, MÜLLER goes mobile with it`s 
own roadshow. 

The main idea being, our own vehicle 
technology including accessories, de-
velopments within seal testing and stop-
ping technology, our own consultancy 
team, as well as the company MÜLLER 
itself, from village to village, town to town 

and even country to country, in order to 
demonstrate to private and council run 
disposal operations the existing range of 
equipment, in whatever style is suitable. 

An exclusive new demonstration vehicle 
is built for every roadshow. If you as cu-
stomer are not able to come to us, then 
we will come to you. Our motto for this 
being, “go out and make friends”.

MÜLLER liquid waste forum
From time to time, the company 
MÜLLER hosts the MÜLLER liquid wa-
ste forum, a specifi c branch meeting, 
which is a discussion forum for council 
run and private waste disposal service 
providers. Focusing on the disposal of 
liquid waste, it provides the opportunity 
of a practice orientated exchange of 

knowledge amongst experts in a ple-
asant atmosphere. The contents of the 
seminars are concentrated on actual and 
relevant disposal topics. This knowledge 
update is complemented with a cultural 
evening presentation, as well as a trade 
exhibition.

ping technology, our own consultancy 
team, as well as the company MÜLLER 
itself, from village to village, town to town 
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Sales
    worldwide

Mexico

Chile

Brasilia
Nigeria

Italy
Switzerland

SpainPortugal

Luxembourg

Thailand

Croatia

Serbia

Montenegro

Russia
Austria

Norway Danmark
Hungary

Netherlands

Poland
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QS & Service

Müller sees itself here as a partner to 
the customer and offers support, in this 
diffi cult technical undertaking, with it`s 
professional service department and 
a dense net of service workshops.
As a result of decades of experience, 
alongside a consequent fault analysis 
of the damaged parts, MÜLLER knows 
when the normal life expectancy is ex-
hausted and when the part needs to be 
replaced, before an unexpected on site 
breakdown completely throws the sche-
dule into confusion.

2

Service
Getting to grips, when it depends on it.

Our service department offers you all the advantages of 
working together with the leading manufacturer of liquid 
waste disposal vehicles in Germany.

• Advice and speedy assistance, per telephone, 
  in the evening, after work and at weekends
• Speedy and reliable spare parts delivery from 
  our fully stocked storerooms
• Qualifi ed repair and maintenance service, at your 
  depot, by us or in one of our service workshops 
• Complex modifi cations
• Service on vehicles from other manufacturers

44

Müller head offi ce in Schwalenberg

Tank building

Paintwork

TestLab

Waste disposal

Sewer

Used vehicles

Academy 

QS & Service

Technical advice at the proposal stage

Technical concept and construction

Our locations
The main works and headquarters of MÜLLER, with 
its approximate 200 workforce, is to be found in 
Schwalenberg, Westfalen Germany. This small town 
with it`s convenient transport links, is situated not far 
from Detmold, Paderborn and Bielefeld. From here, 
we administer our contacts throughout the world. 
We also have further production works in Steinheim 
and Munsterbrock/Höxter, both in Westfalen. 

These three works from MÜLLER produce between 150 
and 200 chassis superstructures per year.

A subsidiary company is situated in Piekary Slaskie, near 
to Kattowitz, Poland. Further sales partners are to be 
found in Norway, Danmark,Netherlands,Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, Austria, Hungary,Spain, Portugal, Italy, 
Coratia, Motenegro, Serbia, Nigeria, Thailand, Mexico, 
Chile, Brasilia, Russia.

Made by MÜLLER
From sales discussions to vehicle delivery. 
In the following, we invite you to a personal view of 
the standard of quality: prefabrication of compon-
ents, tank construction and welding work, preliminary 
construction, surface preparation and paintwork, fi nal
 

fi tting, electric fi tting, as well as fi nal inspection and trial 
running.  Our production concept is modern and 
fl exible. For this reason we are able to manufacture 
specialist vehicles for the most diverse of applications.

You describe your requirements and together we will advise you as to which technical 
solution best suits your needs. The analysis of your operational criteria and 
requirements determine the size, power and accessories of the superstructure and 
chassis. We will determine the chassis dependent fi tting positions.

After the clarifi cation of your technical 
requirements and the resulting choice 
of appropriate components of the su-
perstructure, as well as the specifi cati-
on of a suitable choice of chassis, after 
placement of order, our design deve-
lopment department will once again 
fundamentally check all the technical 

data, in order to produce a technically 
detailed solution which corresponds to 
your requirements. After the order has 
been cleared through our technical de-
partment, you will receive conformation 
of the order, along with a construction 
diagram and weight distribution assess-
ment.

Due to ever increasing cost 
factors for waste disposal 
companies, the availability 
of a modern fl eet of ve-
hicles must be ensured at 
all times.

1
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Quality for our customers and the environment

Future-oriented action 
is part of our company philosophy. 
That is why we invest locally in 
environmentally friendly solutions.

We strive to ensure our standard of 
quality. Therefore our highly qualifi ed 
employees are involved in the fabrication 
of many internally developed components 
within the superstructure, which are of the 
same high quality as well as being precisely 
coordinated with one another. 
This also guarantees a long term availa-
bility of spare parts. Our tanks, whether 
cylindrical, oval or square, we manufacture 
ourselves and are made of corrosion resi-
stant S235JRG2 stainless steel and alu-
minium. In our tank fabrication department 

we have made over 3500 tanks. As German 
TÜV registered pressurised tank welding 
workshop, under our own management, 
we fabricate tanks of varying designs to 
GGVS/ADR standards (Transport of ha-
zardous goods). 

„Quality begins by placing 
customer satisfaction 
at the centre of our thinking.“
(John. F. Akers)

ecological balance  & sustainability

TECHNOLOGY 
YOU CAN TRUST!
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It all adds up to individual solutions

Under this name, you can expect excellent 
service. With competent and personal 
advice, our sales team ensure that 
your specifi c requirements 
remain the centre of attention. 

Our decades of experience 
in liquid waste disposal are at your service. 

We analyse your commitments down 
to the last economic and technical details. 

Together with you, we will determine 
the individual type, size, power, 
accessories and attachments required, 
all optimally suited to your operational 
conditions.

Who we are
In the world of liquid waste disposal, we are 
the leading company in the fi eld of develop-
ment and manufacture of liquid waste dispo-
sal vehicles and can be considered drivers 
of innovation in this branch of expertise. 

We are a family business, founded in 1951, 
with a responsibility towards building for the 
future. Since the start of production, we have 
developed, manufactured and delivered ap-
proximately 5000 vehicles.

In order to ensure a secure and speedy reaction to the breakdown of main components, such 
as high pressure or vacuum pumps, we constantly maintain a large service store. Nearly all 
the parts required in our modular construction system are ready and available for dispatch 
within a few hours.
Due to our internal training measures, all our service department workforce are prepared for 
the most wide ranging technical challenges regarding process technology. The reality that an 
ever increasing number of vehicles, from other manufacturers, are sent for repair in our service 
department, is evidence of the acknowledgment of our trade competence within the branch.

3

In addition to daily service business, we offer you the possibility to undertake complicated 
technical modifi cations, hand in hand alongside competent teams of construction fi tters and 
service employees. 
This development, for insurance technical reasons, needed to be undertaken 
together with authorised technical experts. Methods have been installed, where alongside com-
prehensive documentation and precise order management as to the construction components, 
that nevertheless a speedy repair remains the top priority. 
Any subsequent testing and approvals required before a return to service, will be integrated 
without delay into our normal new vehicle process. 

4

5

MÜLLER: Open to it´s customers

We are your partner for disposal vehicles

2
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service employees. 

4
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Not in the least, the quality ensured 
through regular routine maintenance, will 
also increase the resale value of the 
vehicle. 

This is a further benefi t to the purchaser 
of MÜLLER vehicles, one you should 
use to your advantage with the later re-
placement of the vehicle.

6

Another important aspect of our service 
department, is the continual inclusion 
of employees in research and develop-
ment. 

At MÜLLER, the internal fi ndings from 
damaged drain clearance vehicles is 
used to improve parts and components 
for use in the future generation of ve-
hicles. 

This ensures enhanced ope-
rational durability which in turn 
will mean that there is money 
to earned with these vehicles, 
even in times of intense com-
petition.

5
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Quality for our customers and the environment

Future-oriented action 
is part of our company philosophy. 
That is why we invest locally in 
environmentally friendly solutions.

We strive to ensure our standard of 
quality. Therefore our highly qualifi ed 
employees are involved in the fabrication 
of many internally developed components 
within the superstructure, which are of the 
same high quality as well as being precisely 
coordinated with one another. 
This also guarantees a long term availa-
bility of spare parts. Our tanks, whether 
cylindrical, oval or square, we manufacture 
ourselves and are made of corrosion resi-
stant S235JRG2 stainless steel and alu-
minium. In our tank fabrication department 

we have made over 3500 tanks. As German 
TÜV registered pressurised tank welding 
workshop, under our own management, 
we fabricate tanks of varying designs to 
GGVS/ADR standards (Transport of ha-
zardous goods). 

„Quality begins by placing 
customer satisfaction 
at the centre of our thinking.“
(John. F. Akers)

ecological balance  & sustainability

TECHNOLOGY 
YOU CAN TRUST!
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